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Dear Old Glory, You’re The Flag For Me.

Tempo di Marcia.  

WESLEY L. SILVERWOOD.

The call to arms had sounded,  
The bands were gladly playing,  
As the boys marched home from by,

Each step was firm, each heart was true,  
The streets with cheers were ringing,  
As they never

The Captain called them to his side,  
The Captain on a prancing steed,  
Yon
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flag that waves so high,
pride as proud could be,
Well bear it on to
Oft raised his eyes to

victory, Or in the cause well die.
view the flag, They bore to victory.
Dear old

CHORUS

glory you're the flag for me,
Proudly wave over land and

sea

Flag, our nation's fond-est pride, Flag, for which our fathers died,
Up - on the land and on the sea, Mid glare of cannon

your stripes we see, Well bear thee on to victory

Though torn in shreds by shot and shell, and raised again when

bearer fell, Old glory, you're the flag for me. Dear old me.